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Parts of a flower worksheet grade 2

Worksheets Science Plant Parts (Grades 1 &amp; 2) ADVERTISING | REMOVE ADS Go Premium today to get unlimited access to the entire Library of TeacherVision Resources. Run the 7-day free trial at no charge until the trial expires. Cancel at any time. Parts of the flower (intermediate)Mark the
pistils, stick, pollen and petal on the flower diagram. Parts of the flower (Advanced)Mark the jar, stick, pistil, sepal, thread, egg, style, anther, carpel, petal and ovary in this floral picture. Flower Poster Anatomy (Advanced) FREE This colorful poster shows the anatomy of a flower. This diagram has labels
for sticks, carpel, petal, sepal, ovule, vessel, fiber, anther, stigma, style, and ovary. Flower vocabulary cards (Advanced)This file has vocabulary and definition cards. Use them as a matching activity, or students can cut and glue them to their notebooks. Words include sticks, carpel, petal, pistil, ovary,
sepal, ovule, vessel, fiber, style, anther, and stigma. This leaf has a picture of a plant. Students mark all parts of plants - roots, stem, flower and leaves. Kindergarten on 2nd Grade Plant Leaves (Intermediate) Classroom Scavenger Hunt FREE Search in class for eighteen hidden plant fact cards. When
students find the card, they answer a question about plants.1st to 3rd Grades Vocabulary words and definitions for your plant unit. It includes photosynthesis, chlorophyll, glucose, oxygen and carbon dioxide.1. up to 3rd degree Circle correct answer to each question. Could do a good test or quiz for your
plants chapter.1st to 3rd Grades Make Sentences: Word CardsStudents cut out 25 word cards. Then they regroup to create as many complete sentences as possible. Some cards have a basic view of words like you, have, can, in, we, and have . Other cards have plant-themed words such as flower, soil,
water, plant, and growth. (Approximately degrees: K-1) Kindergarten to second grade Build-a-Sentence: SunlightCut from the word card and use them to make a sentence. Glue the sentence to the paper and write it on the lines. The sentence reads: Plants need sunlight to make food. (Approximately
degrees: K-1) Kindergarten to second grade Use the word cards to make a sentence. The sentence is: The roots grow under the soil. (Approximately degrees: K-1) Kindergarten to the second class Print out the following worksheets and test your knowledge of the basic structure and parts of the plant.
Suitable for: Kindergarten and Grade 1 Suitable for: Grade 2, Grade 3 Parts of the Plant Chart Printable parts of a plant chart is an inspirational tool that helps to easily identify parts of a plant. Improve the vocabulary of first-class children in the process. Identify parts of the leaf of plants Take a walk in the



park, look around and observe. Follow this pencil paper activity sheet to identify parts of the plant. Choose a suitable word from the word banks to name parts. Device Workbook Part Label Repeat for children of the second and third classes with this label part of the plant leaf PDF. Recognize the part
marked, remember its name and fill in the word box next to it to complete the exercise. Decipher parts of the plant leaf rattle your brain with this twist in exercise. Identify the parts, decrypt the letters to see which one is part of the listed device, and you're done reviewing the spelling test! Parts and their
functions - Graph of plant parts and their functions for grade 2 and stage 3 provides a detailed description of the functions of each part of the device. Learn how to correlate parts with their functions. Parts and their functions - Template Use a blank template to describe the functions of each part of the
plant. Recap the concept and test understanding immediately with this blank worksheet template. The edible-parts-of-a-plant chart visually appealing and printable edible parts of the plant chart for grade 3 shows the different parts that can be consumed. Identify fruits and vegetables and the part of the
plant that is edible. The name of the edible part of the plant Pose the question Which part of the plant do you eat? Let the children of the third class think about which part of the plant is edible, and then fill in the words in this sheet. Edible parts of the plant | Match the part of the plant to the image that
indicates the edible part in this edible part of the plant PDF. Hone your skills in learning parts of plants and their edible parts as well. Well.
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